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ABSTRACT

Summary:Medusa is a Java application for visualizing andmanipulat-

ing graphs of interaction, such as data from the STRING database.

It features an intuitive user interface developed with the help of

biologists. Medusa is optimized for accessing protein interaction data

from STRING, but can be used for any type of graph from any scientific

field.

Availability:Medusa, alongwith sampledatasetsand instructions, can

be downloaded from http://www.bork.embl.de/medusa

Contact: hooper@embl.de

There are many graph analysis applications available, including

Pajek (Batagelj andMrvar, 1998), Cytoscape (Shannon et al., 2003),
Osprey (Breitkreutz et al., 2003), ProViz (Iragne et al., 2005),
CNPlot (Batada, 2004) and SHARKview (Pinney et al., 2005),
each with their strengths but also drawbacks. Here, we present

Medusa, a tool which addresses many of these issues. A quick

rundown of its features and other programs that lack them (shown

in parentheses) are as follows: Medusa displays up to 10 multiple

edges concurrently between nodes using Bezier curves (all above

applications) and allows users to add and delete nodes and edges by

simply clicking the mouse (Pajek, Cytoscape, others). Background

images can be inserted to enhance figure quality (Osprey, Cyto-

scape). Edges can be hidden or shown depending on the type of

interaction (Osprey, Cytoscape, Pajek). Node properties can be

described, such as color, annotation, position and shape (Osprey,

Cytoscape). Medusa requires no additional packages (ProViz,

CNPlot) and runs on any machine with Java 1.4.2 installed (ProViz,

Pajek). It runs as standalone (SHARKView) and as an applet for use

in web interfaces (most other applications). Graphs can be exported

to image or postscript files. Overall, Medusa (screenshot shown as

Fig 1) is designed to be a simple and an intuitive tool for custom-

ization of interaction graphs of any kind.

With the ever-increasing mass of biological data, as exemplified

by large-scale cross-species comparisons of proteins and genes, an

easy visualization of the often highly complex linkage between, e.g.

proteins becomes more and more important. For instance, the inter-

actions between core proteins and alternative functional modules

of complexes (work in progress) can be represented as a graph of

nodes (proteins) and edges (interactions between core and modules).

Other graphs of protein interaction may be more abstract; for

instance, the STRING (‘search tool for the retrieval of interacting

genes/proteins’) database predicts protein–protein associations and

includes a variety of indirect (non-physical) evidence types (von

Mering et al., 2005). The results from the STRING database can be

studied using its web interface, or alternatively handled directly by

the Medusa application, which is run on the client side.

The handling of large networks is made easier by layout algo-

rithms and the option to hide or show certain edge types. Moreover,

nodes and edges can be deleted or added either manually via mouse

clicks, or added directly from STRING. Users can create their own

data files which can then be easily appended to existing graphs.

These data files are simply tab-delimited text fields describing edge

relationships.

Used solely as a graph visualization tool, Medusa is designed

to be immediately accessible, focusing on construction of figures.

For graph analysis of a more mathematical nature, Pajek is highly

recommended, although it has a much steeper learning curve.

Medusa can export graphs to Pajek format.

Medusa is also available as an applet version for use directly in

web pages. This version has a lower degree of functionality, since

the main goal is to allow an easy display of graphs from a web-based

database. It is already implemented in the STRING website and is

planned to be incorporated into other web databases (work in pro-

gress). The graph is simply passed to the applet as parameters, along

with other preferences, making it highly suitable as an interactive

enhancement of an existing web server.

Medusa has been used in a number of EMBL projects as an

in-house tool, ranging from yeast cell cycle studies (http://www.

cbs.dtu.dk/cellcycle/yeast_complexes/figure1.html; de Lichtenberg

et al., 2005) to genotype–phenotype links (Korbel et al., 2005). It is
now publicly available and is designed to be a simple but efficient

tool for quickly analysing graphs and producing figures. Medusa

is easy to install and requires only Java 1.4.2, making it accessible to

a wide variety of platforms. Medusa is free for academic use.
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Fig. 1. Investigating the evidential and physical links between proteins transversing the mitochondrial-cytoplasmic boundary in Yeast. Details from work in

progress (Lars Steinmetz, personal communication). For instance, ECM10 (a homolog to heat shock protein 70) is linked by gene neighbourhood, co-expression

and text mining to the mitochondrial precursor protein MDJ1.
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